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Program

Night Music (1973)  Jeffrey Kresky

For Three Percussionists

Dakota Singerline, David Endean, Samir Egusquiza
Gary Van Dyke - Coach

Tuba and Drums, Opus 11 (2010)  Peter Jarvis

For Tuba and 4 Tom toms
Daniel Neveloff – Tuba, Patrick Lapinski – Drums
Peter Jarvis – Coach

Rudra (2013) *  Payton MacDonald
For Percussion Quartet

Zach Doyle, Henry Zamorsky, Giancarlo Cordasco, Evan Chertok
John Ferrari Coach

eharmony (2013) *  Jeffrey Kresky
Solo Piano

David Saperstein
Etude I (1967)  
*Solo Piano*  

David Saperstein  

Jeffrey Kresky

Two Miniatures (2012)  
*Solo Piano*  
Gloss on Guston  
Fiery Sunset  

Christian Carey  

Carl Patrick Bolleia

Vulcanal IV (2013) *  
For Three Vibraphones  
I.  
II.  
III.  

Jeff Perry

Patrick Lapinski, Mike Jacquot, Travis Salim  
Peter Jarvis - Coach

Ionisation (1931)  
*For Percussion Ensemble*  
Giancarlo Cordasco, Henry Zamorski, Kiana Salameh, Travis Salim,  
Matt Shindle, Richard Pieroni, Tim Malone, Dakota Singerline,  
Mike Jacquot, Steven Nowakowski, Kenneth Cubillas,  
Evan Chertok, Zach Doyle  

Peter Jarvis - Conductor

* = World Premiere